Know Your Fonts

Suitcase Fusion simplifies font management for creative professionals. We take care of your fonts so you can create great work for your clients.

**Better Work Starts with Suitcase Fusion**
+ Now you can find, organize, and activate fonts in your favorite creative tools automatically. Increase your productivity with Suitcase Fusion.
+ Manage unlimited fonts in one program and turn them on and off as needed. Whether you’re searching for a specific font, discovering fonts to enhance your work, or recalling fonts you’ve used in earlier projects, Suitcase Fusion helps you find the right fonts every time.

**Works with Adobe, Sketch, and Affinity**
+ Automatically activate the right fonts for every project.
+ Easily find fonts from earlier projects with document font tracking.
+ Eliminate font errors and resolve font conflicts. Avoid corrupt and damaged fonts forever.

**How Suitcase Fusion Transforms Your Work**
+ Centralized font management for an unlimited number of fonts
+ Quickly turn fonts on and off for Adobe, Google, and your own font collections.
+ Easily share fonts with your team.

**Stay Focused and Productive**
+ Switch to list view and find fonts fast. Search for fonts by name, family, foundry, or the documents where they appear.
+ Organize fonts by project, client, or however you see fit.
+ See the number of fonts in a document at a glance.
+ Mac users can change to Dark Mode in seconds.
+ Suitcase Fusion delivers cloud-based font management so you’ll always be up-to-date with your favorite design programs.

For more information, visit extensis.com/suitcase-fusion